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SAFETY RULES

Keep this handbook at hand for any further help.

After the packaging has been removed, set all accessories in order so that
they are not lost and check the equipment integrity. ln particular, check
that it shows no visible damage.

Before connecting the equipment to the +/- l2V power supply, be sure
that the rating corresponds to the one of the power mains.

This equipment must be employed only for the use it has been conceived,
i.e. as educational equipment, and must be used under the direct
supervision of expert personnel.

Any other use is not proper and therefore dangerous. The manufacturer
cannot be held responsible for eventual damages due to inappropriate,
wrong or unreasonable use.



Lesson B33 : RC and WIEN OSCILLATORS

LESS0N 833: RC rnd plEN BRTDGE oSCILiaToRs

OBJECTIVES
. To understand and use an RC oscillator circuit
. To understand and use a wien bridge transistor oscillator

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

. base unit for the tpES system (power supply mod. pSl-psu/Ev,
module holder structure mod. MU/EV), Individual control Unit
mod.SISl/SIS2/SIS3 (this modure can operate autonomously, faults
are inserted through dip-swicthes available in in the module. when
cxternal control units are used, these four dip-swicthes will be set to
OFF, that is downwards)

. experiment module mod.MCM6/EV

. oscilloscope

833.I BASIC THEORY

An oscillator is a circuit which can generate an alternating (ac) signal
from a dc power supply source.
Generally an oscillator has four main requirements:
. a dc power supply
. an amplification circuit
. a network which determines the frequency of oscillation
. positive (also called "regenerative,') feedback.

An oscillator can be thought of as an amplifier which supplies its own
input signal. To produce oscillations the signal fed back must have the
correct phase.

The frequency of oscillation is determined by:

. a passive R-C network (for low frequencies)

. a passive L-c network or a qtartz crystal (fbr high frequencies)

Phase shift or RC oscillator

Figure 833.1 shows the typical circuit of a phase shift oscillator.

It basically consists of a common emitter amplifier, whose output is
taken from the collector to the input or base by an RC network which
shifts the signal by 180'. The input signal will then allow self-
oscillation of the circuit.

-l-



Lesson B33 : RC and WIEN OSCILLATORS

fig.833.1

The oscillation depends on the ratio R/Rc and on hfe. In addition the
following condition must be met:

hfe 2 44.5

The frequency of oscillation is:

2nRC

Another configuration of phase shift oscillator is shown in figure B33.2,
where the lay-out of the capacitors and the resistors is now reversed. [n
this case the frequency of oscillation for this circuit is :

f= (Hz)

f= (Hz)

The RC oscillator is used to generate frequencies ranging from a few Hz
to many hundreds of kHz. It is not so efficient for frequencies in the
order of MHz, for which LC oscillators are used. To obtain variation of
the oscillation frequency over a large range, the three capacitors (or the
three resistors) must be varied simultaneously. In this way, the
impedance of the shift network is kept constant and so consequently, is
the amplitude of the oscillations. The amplifiers used for these
oscillators usually operate in class A, in order to minimize signal
distortion.

16+4. (R" /R)l

6l(2n.R

/ig.833.2

-2-



Lesson B33 : RC and WIEN OSCILLATORS

Wien Bridge oscillator

wien bridge oscillators also use the principle of positive feedback. The
circuit of figure 833.3 represents the basic circuit diagram of this type
of oscillator. In this circuit, non inverting amplifiers are used.

Fig. 833.3

The circuit consists of two potential dividers:
. the first is a series RC and a parallel RC network. 'fhis provides the

positive feedback
. the second consists of R4 and R3 and is purely resistive. This

provides negative feedback.

Generally we have Rl:R2:R and C L:CL:C.In this case the circuit can
oscillate if the following condition is satisfied:

Rr=
R, + R,, 3Ao

From this it can be seen that the gain Ad of the amplifier cannot be less
than 3. Otherwise the resistances would be negative, which is physically
impossible. If as is usual, the gain of the amplifier is very high, the
oscillation condition simply becomes:

R3/(R3+R4)=1/3

And the frequency of oscillation is then simply: fo: l/(2n.R.C).

-3-



Lesson B33 : RC and WIEN OSCILLATORS

3 actta Disconnect all jumpers

3 srsr Turn all switches OFF

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 833

833.2 EXERCISES

RC oscillator

. Insert jumpers Jl, J2, J5 to produce the circuit shown in fig.B33.4.

fig. 83j.4

Adjust RV3 to its half way position.
Adjust RV1 to obtain approximately 6Vdc voltage at the collector of
Tl.
Slowly adjust the resistance value of trimmer RV3 until a perfcct sine
wave is displayed on the oscilloscope from the collector of T I .

Check that RV3 enables the signal distortion to be adjusted, and also
that it can stop oscillations by changing the circuit amplification.

The trimmer RV3 is decoupled from the emitter resistance by means
of the capacitor C5, which blocks dc. In this way, by adjusting RV3,
the dynamic gain of the circuit can be adjusted, and consequently the
conditions necessary for oscillation can be satisfied.

Vary RV1 and observe that this allows the amplitude of the
oscillations to be adjusted.

. Measure the frequency/a of the signal.

-4-



Lcsson B33 : RC and WIEN OSCILLATORS

Ql Wat is the approximatefrequency oJ'oscillation?

. Display the signals at the base and collector of T I .

Q2 Wat is the phase shift, approximately, between these two signals?

SET
AB
l5 00

26 900

3l 100

4 3 180"
5 2 120"
64 I 500

. Examine the sine wave across the resistors Rl, R2, R3 and note the
progressive shift in phase of the signal.

SET
AB
L6
23
35
42
5l
64

SET
AB
t5

2t
32
43
54

lHz
I kHz
I MHz
100 Hz
50 kHz
500 Hz

Q3

. if necessary, adjust RV3 to make the circuit oscillate again

Examine the wave Jbrms. How has the circuit changedi'

the transistor has been short-circuited betu,een its base and
collector
a resistor has been inserted in parallel to R3
the power supply voltage has been changed
the feedback line has been disconnected
the amplification of the circuit has been changed

Turn switch Sl0 ON

Turn switch S10 Off'

-5-
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3 srsz Press /trfS
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Lesson 833 : RC and WIEN OSCILLATORS

Wien bridge oscillator

. Remove jumpers J2, J5, insert J3, J4 to produce the circuit of figure
833.5.

Connect the oscilloscope to Tl collector.
Vary RVI and RV2 to make the circuit oscillate.
Note the effect of RV2, the collector resistance, on the oscillator
operation.

. Remove all jumpers, insert J6, J9 to produce the circuit of fig.B33.6.

/ig. 833.6

display the signal present on the collector of T2
adjust RV4 to obtain a sine wave, and measure its frequency
compare the theoretical frequency with the measured frequency
(R:R6:R7:10 KQ, C:C6:C9:0.1 pF)
change capacitors C6 and C9 for the 10 nF capacitors C8 and C I I , by
disconnecting jumpers J6 and J9 and connecting J8 and J 1 1

adjust RV4 to obtain oscillation, and measure the new frequency of
oscillation
change capacitors C8 and C11 for the I pF capacitors C7 and C10,
by disconnecting jumpers J8 and J 1 I and connecting J7 and J 1 0
adjust RV4 and measure the new frequency of oscillation

R'13

RV4

fig.833.s

-6-



Lesson 833 :RC and WIEN OSCILLATORS

Q4 How is the measured Jrequency alfected by capacitance?

SET
AB
I 3 it is independent of the capacitance value
2 | it decreases with capacitance value
3 2 it increases with capacitance value

. remove jumper J9

3 srsr Turn switch 59 ON

3 srsz Press lNS

Q5 From the measurement o.f the new frequency of oscillation, antl in
relation to the previous measurements, what is the capacitance value in
the parallel circuit?

SET
AB
14 lpF
26 2nF
3l l0pF
4 5 l0 nF

5 3 l00nF
62 47nF

3 srsr Turn switch 59 OfT '

. Insert J9, connect the oscilloscope channel I at the T2 base and
channel 2 to TZ collector and than to T3 collector in turn.

. Observe the phase and amplitudes of the signals.

. From these observations, the need to use at least 2 stages to produce
oscillations with BJTs can be seen.

As the stability of a Wien bridge oscillator depends on the amplification
level of the circuit, it is necessary for the first common emitter stage to
have a high gain. However this amplifier inverts the signal: so a second
common emitter stage must be used, to obtain a further shift of 180'. It
also gives some extra amplification.

-7 -



Lesson 833 : RC and WIEN OSCILLATORS

833.3 SUMMARYQUESTTONS

Q6 To produce an oscillator with an inverting ampli/ier, the phase shift
provided between the output and input must be:

0 degrees
90 degrees
180 degrees
270 degrees
120 degrees

Q7 To obtain a I80" shift in a RC oscillator, the minimum number of stages
needed is:

SET
AB
l3
2l
35
42
54

Q8

Qe

SET
AB
l3
2t
35
42
54

SET
AB
l3
22
35
4l
56
64

I
2

J

4
5

Calculate the.frequency qf the RC oscillator in fig.B33.1, with R:33
Kohm, C:22 nF, Rc: l0 Kohm:

fo : 513 Hz
fo: 81 Hz
fo: 89.5 Hz
fo: 5l Hz
fo: 2 kHz
fo: 8 kHz

Calculate the frequency of the Wien bridge oscillator, with R : 33
Kohm, C:22 nF:

513 Hz
1377 Hz
219 Hz
1200 Hz
100 kHz
22MHz

SET
AB
I 6 fo:
2 | fo:
3 4 fo:
4 5 fo:
5 3 fo:
6 2 fo:

-8-



Lesson B34: COLPITTS OSCILLATOR

LSSSON 834: COLPIT{S OSCmLlrOn

OBJECTIVES
To understand and use a Colpitts oscillator, made with a BJT circuit:
. the dependence of the frequency on the inductance and capacitance

values
. rrreosurement of the frequency for different capacitance values
. effect of power supply voltage on the frequency of oscillation

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV,
module holder structure mod.MU/EV), Individual control unit mod.
SIS 1/SIS2/SIS3

. experiment module mod.MCM6/EV

. oscilloscope and frequency meter

834.1 BASIC THEORY

The Colpitts oscillator is a sine wave oscillator which uses an LC
feedback circuit. Figure B34.1 shows the general principles. The circuit
comprises an amplifier and a n -feedback network, consisting of one
inductor and two capacitors.

fig. B3a.t

Provided that the amplifier has a high input resistance, the circuit of
figure 834.1 can be represented by the equivalent circuit of figure
834.2, where A is the amplification of the system.

If the resistor Rs of the inductance L is neglected, the conditions fbr
oscillation of the circuit are:

A'C11C2: I

wo . L - C1.ll a4 - C2.ll a4: 0

-9-



Lesson B34: COLPITTS OSCILLATOR

fig.83a.2

From this, the frequency of oscillation;fa is:

r =1."2fi
tc'+C.
1/L<*

(Hz)

Practical
considerations

If C I : C2 : C, the frequency of oscillation is inversely proportional to
the square root of the product LC :

(Hz)

The Colpitts oscillator, as all LC oscillators, is used at high frequencies
(from tens of kHz to hundreds of MHz). If the active device of the
amplifier is a BJT (figure 834.3) the previous equations are not strictly
true. The transistor does not, in fact, have a high input resistance and
besides, can present parasitic capacitances across its terminals. These
must be considered in the calculation of C I and C2 in the circuit.

p vout

(2.L.C)

-10-
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Lesson B34: COLPITTS OSCILLATOR

3 mcaa
Disconnect all jumpers
Set in OFF all S switches

3 srsr Turn all switches OFF

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 834

B.34.2 EXERCISES

Frequency dependence on L and C

. Set +Vcc adjustable power supply to 12Y .

. lnsert jumpers Jl3, Jl4, Jl6, J20, Jzl, J22, J24, J28 to produce the
circuit of figure B34.4.

L2 J21

J'l +

cr2

Fig. 834.4

a

a

a

Display the AC output signal present at terminal 2.

adjust RV5 to obtain a sine wave
measure the signal frequency
rotate the core of the coil (L1+L2) and note the variation of signal
frequency
change the last circuit, removing jumper J14 and connecting Jl5, so

that the capacitor Cl2 is changed with C13.
if necessary, adjust RV5 to obtain oscillation
measure the new frequency of oscillationa

L3

R16

J 20

c16

- 11-



Lesson B34: COLPITTS OSCILLATOR

Ql From measurements on the circuit, what is the result ?

SET
AB
I 4 the frequency ofoscillation ofthe circuit increases as capacitance

ofthe feedback circuit increases
2 I there is a large increase in amplitude of the output voltage as the

capacitance increases
3 5 the frequency remains unchanged as capacitance is varied
4 2 the frequency ofoscillation decreases as the capacitance increases
5 3 there is a large decrease in amplitude of the output voltage as the

capacitance increases

Frequency of oscillation as a function of the power supply voltage

. Return the circuit to the starting conditions of figure 834.4, removing
jumper Jl5 and connecting J14, and adjust RV5 to obtain oscillation

. vary the power supply voltage Vcc of the 20oh, and measure the
corresponding frequency of oscillation with the frequency meter

. check if, and how the frequency of oscillation varies as the power
supply voltage varies

Q2 From the above measurements, these changes to the power supply
voltage, change thefrequency by:

SET
AB
I 2 less than the 0.01%
2 4 between the 0.01% and the 0.5%
3 I between the 0.5% andthe 5o/o

4 3 more than the 5%

. Set +Vcc adjustable power supply to 12 V .

aJ

.-\a

s/,sl Turn switch Sl ON

Press IN,Ss/,sz

-t2-



Lesson B34: COLPI'tTS OSCILLATOR

Q3 A very important modification has been made to the cir<:uit: what is it?

SET
AB
I 5 the power supply voltage has been cut off
2 I the feedback between output and input of transistor T4 has been

disconnected
3 2 there is a short-circuit between the collector and emitter of the

transistor
4 3 the bias point of the circuit has been varied
5 4 the dynamic gain of the transistor has been reduced

3 srsz Turn S11 ON

3 srsz Press IIf,S

Wy doesn't the circuit oscillate?

SET
AB
I 5 the power supply has been disconnected
2 | the feedback between the output and input of transistor T4 has

been disconnected
3 3 the base of transistor T4 has been short-circuited to ground
4 2 there is a short-circuit between the collector and emitter of the

transistor
5 4 the bias point ofT4 has been changed

3 srsr Turn switch S11 Off

Q4

Turn switch 51 OFf

-13-
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Lesson 834: COLPITTS OSCILLATOR

834.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Qs

Q6

Q7

The feedbock circttit oJ'a Colpitts oscillator consists of:

SET
AB
I 2 an inductance and two capacitances
2 | a capacitance and two inductances
3 5 a resistance and two inductances
4 3 two resistances and an inductance
5 4 two capacitances and a resistance

In o Colpitts oscillator, the following equation applies:

SET
AB
I 3 rrn: l/R'C
2 4 fo: UntlQ. L.C)
3l A:L/Cl+C2
4 5 A: (Cl + C2)lCr
5 2 A: C2l(Cr + C2)

Calculate the operating.frequency of the Colpitts oscillator, when L
300 pH and Cl : C2 : C : 3j pF:

SET
AB
l6 fo:2.6MHz
2 | fo :2.26 MHz
3 5 fo:21 kHz
42 fo:32MHz
5 4 fo: 500 Hz
6 3 fo:226 MHz

-t4-



Lesson B35: HARTLEY and MEISSNER OSCILLATORS

LESSON B3$r HARTTEY AI{I} II{BISSNER OSCILLATORS

OBJECTIVES

. Analysis of the frequency of oscillation as a function of the
inductance and capacitance

. frequency behavior with variations of the power supply voltage

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.pSl-pSU/EV,
module holder structure mod.MUiEV), Individual contror unit mod.
SIS I/SIS2/SIS3
experiment module mod.MCM6/EV
oscilloscope and frequency meter

835.I BASIC THEORY

Hartley Oscillator

The Hartley oscillator is a sine wave oscillator with an LC feedback
circuit. Figure 835.I shows the general principles.

Fig.835.1

The circuit comprises an amplifier and a n-feedback network, consisting
of two inductances and a capacitance. Provided the amplifier has a high
input resistance, the circuit of figure 835.1 can be represented by the
equivalent circuit of figure B.35.2, where A is the amplification of the
system.

a

-15-



Lesson B35: HARTLEY and MEISSNER OSCILLATORS

Rut
1,"

) -rvi 
I

Fig. 835.2

If the two inductances have a mutual inductance M. and if their intemal
resistances are neglected, the conditions for oscillation are expressed by
the following relationships:

4: (L2+My(Lr+M) re .(Lr + L2 +2.M) - l/ot".C : 0

From the second relation you can determine the frequency of oscillation
fo:

fo : 1/2n.!(L.C) [Hz] where L : Lr + Lz +2.M

As in the Colpitts oscillator, the frequency of oscillation is inversely
proportional to the square root of the product L.C.

lf the active component of the amplifier is a BJT, a suitable circuit is the
one of figure 835.3, in which the f'eedback is taken from the collector.

Fig. 835.3

Another possible configuration is the one of figure 835.4a, in which the
feedback signal is taken from the emitter. The dynamic equivalent of the
circuit is represented in figure 835.4b.

-16-



Lesson B35: HARTLEY and MEISSNER OSCILLATORS

b)a)

Meissner Oscillator

Fig. 835.4

At switch-on, a starting perturbation creates a free oscillation in the
resonant circuit, and causes a voltage vrz:vbc between points I and 2.
Thanks to the mid-point connection in the inductor (or inductive
divider), v.6 is divided into two voltages v6g and v.", which are phase
shifted and so satisflz the condition for self-oscillation.

The Meissner oscillator uses a transformer as a feedback system, as

shown in figure 835.5.

Fig. 835.5

A tuned resonant circuit, consisting of a winding of the transformer and
a capacitance C is connected to the collector. Neglecting the losses of
the transformer, there must be a frequency (called the resonant
frequency) at which the impedance of the resonant circuit is purely
resistive. ln these conditions the signal between collector and ground is
shifted by 180" with respect to the base input signal.

If the winding of the transformer connected to the base is opposed to the
one of the collector, the transformer introduces a further shift of 180o,
and takes the output signal back in phase with the input one (positive
rcaction).
At the resonant frequency, the phase condition required for oscillation is
met. The frequency is:

fo: tt(2ntr(L.C)) tHzl

-17 -
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Lesson B35: HARTLEY and MEISSNER OSCILLATORS

3 mcua
Disconnect all jumpers
Set in OFF all S switches

3 srsr Turn all switches OFF

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 835

835.2 EXERCISES

Due to the capacitance introduced by the measurement probes, it's better
to use the l0:1 compensated probes.

Hartley Oscillator with Collector Feedback

Frequency dependemce on L and C
. Set +Vcc adjustable power supply to 12 V .

. lnsert jumpers J13, J16, Jl7, Jl9, Jzl, 123, J24,128 to produce the
circuit of fig.835.6.

Fig. 835.6

. display the signal present at the output (terminal 2) on the
oscilloscope. Adjust RV5 and the core of LI,LZ to obtain the best
sine wave possible, and measure its frequency

. simultaneously display the signal present at terminal 2 and the base
of the transistor T4

Wat is the opproximate phase shift between these rwo signals?
SET
AB
15 00

23 300

3 1 2700

42 180.
54 90"

Q1

lt1 c-tJ gr-E lz1

J15 )J2t

L1 ) rz Rvs

-18-



Lesson B35: HARTLEY and MEISSNER OSCILLATORS

Frequency o.f
oscillation as

function of the
power supply
voltage

The two signals must be phase shifted to satisff the condition necessary
for the oscillation, when an inverting amplifier is used as in this case.

. rotate the core of the coil Ll-L2 and observe the effect on the
frequency ofthe generated signal

o rerrove jumper Jl7 and connect Jl8 so that the capacitor cl4 is
replaced with C15

o rneoSUre the new frequency of oscillation

As in the case of the colpitts oscillator, a reduction of capacitance or
inductance value in the feedback network causes the frequency of
oscillation to increase, and vice versa.

. using this new circuit, measure the frequencies of oscillation of the
circuit when the Vcc power supply voltage is varied of the 20yo

. note that this oscillator too, is only slightly sensitive to the power
supply voltage variations.

Emitter Feedback

Set Vcc adjustable power supply to 12 V .

Remove jumpers Jl3, J22, insert J12, to produce the circuit of figure
835.7.

fig. Bjs.7

Display the signal present at terminal I on the oscilloscope,
adjusting RV5 to obtain the best sine wave.
measure the frequency of the output signal
display the signals present on the base and emitter of the transistor T4
on the oscilloscope.

Hartley Oscillator with

a

a

-19-



Lesson B35: HARTLEY and MEISSNER OSCILLATORS

Q2 Wat is the approximate phase shift between the two displayed signals?

SET
AB
1l 00

23 600

35 900

42 180'
5 4 270"

3 srsr Turn switch S3 OII

C srse Press.IN,S

Q3 Note thatfrequency have been changes;.from this, what is the change of
capacitance in the feedback circuit?

SET
AB
I 3 the capacitance is increased. Another capacitance has been

connected in parallel with C l5
2 | the capacitance is diminished. Another capacitance has been

connected in series with C15
3 4 no modification has been carried out.
4 2 the capacitance is increased. Another capacitance has been put in

series with Cl5

3 srsr Turn switch 53 Off

. rotate the core of the coil Ll-L2, or remove JlS and insert J17, so
that the capacitor Cl5 is replaced with C14. Note the change in
frequency

o rrleirsUre the oscillation frequency of the 20Yo vaiation of the power
supply voltage.

-20 -



Lesson B35: HARTLEY and MEISSNER OSCILLATORS

Meissner Oscillator

Q4

Set Vcc adjustable power supply to 12 V .

Remove all jumpers, insert Jl3, J25, J27, J29 to produce the circuit
of figure 835.8.

c23

l-o,

Jig.835.8

. display the output signal present at terminal 2 with the oscilloscope

. adjust RV5 to obtain a sine signal
o rlesSUf€ the output fiequency
. display the signals present at terminal 2 and on the base of transistor

T4, and examine the phase relation

As an inverting amplifier is used, in this case too, circuit oscillation is
possible if the two signals are phase shifted.

. Rotate the core of L4, and note the frequency change in the output
signal

. if necessary, adjust RV5 to obtain the sine waveform without
distortions

o rernove jumper J27 and insert J26, so that capacitor c22 is replaced
with capacitor C2l, and note the change in frequency

From the frequency measurements carried out, and knowing the value
of capacitances c2l and C22, it is possible to determine the value of the
inductance. Wat is the approximate value of inductanc:e '?

SET
AB
13 100 H
21 0.1 pH
35 I H
44 lmH
56 10mH
62 10 pH

r rre&sure the change in frequency for a 20%o variation of the vcc
power supply voltage.

---------1 L4I 5rr
Rr,r ?c19 lllI _)|dl

{ J2s J-

127

-21 -
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Lesson B35: HARTLEY and MEISSNER OSCILLATORS

835.3 SUMMARYQUESTTONS

Qs

Q6

Q7

Q8

The tt-feedback circuit of a Hartley oscillator consists of:

SET
AB
1 5 and inductance and two capacitances
2 I a capacitance and two inductances
3 2 a resistance and two inductances
4 3 two resistors and a capacitance
5 4 two capacitances and a resistance

Neglecting the mutual incluctance, the oscillation condition in a Hartlev
oscillator is:

SET
AB
13 A:LzlLr
2 t A: CriCz
3 4 A: C/(Lr + L2)
4 5 A: (Lr +L)12
5 2 A: zl(Lt + L2)

Neglecting the mutual inductance, calculate the operating Jrequency oJ-

a Hartley oscillator with C : 300 pF and Ll -- L2 : 33.3 pH:

SET
AB
1 5 fo:0.58 MHz
23 fo: 567 MHz
32 fo: l.l2MHz
4l fo: 919 kHz
54 fo: lkHz

Neglecting the mutual inductance, calculate the angular frequency of a
Meissner oscillator circuit which has a capacitance
C: l0 pF, Ll : L2 : 400pH:

SET
AB
| 2 alo:2.52'106 rd/s
23 0)o:11.18'106rd/s
3 5 roo : 1.45'106 rd/s
4 I olo : 4.07'106 rd/s
5 4 oo : 5'106 rd/s

-22 -



Lesson 836: QUAI(TZ OSCILLATORS

LESSON 8.36r QUARTZ OSCruLATOR$-

OBJECTIVES
. Using a qtartz oscillator with a BJT amplifier
. rnessUrement of the frequency of oscillation
. frequency of oscillation as a function of the supply voltage

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

a

836.1 BASIC THEORY

base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV,
module holder structure mod.MU/EV), lndividual control unit mod.
SIS I /SIS2/SIS3
experiment module mod.MCM6/EV
oscilloscope and frequency meter.

Frequency Stability of Oscillators

Crystal Oscillators

The frequency of oscillation of an oscillator can deviate from its normal
fixed value for the following reasons:
o cornPononts aging
. change of the ambient conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.)
. unstable power supply voltage, which causes the bias point of the

active device to shift, with consequent variation of the device
parameters.

These are oscillators characterized by a high frequency stability,
obtained by inserting a piezoelectric quartz crystal into the feedback
network. The behavior of a qtartz crystal is similar to an LC resonant
circuit with a very high Q factor.

Some natural or slmthetic materials, such as quartz, have piezoelectric
properties. If they undergo a mechanical deformation, they generate a
potential difference between their faces. The reverse situation also
applies: the application of a constant voltage across the crystal will
mechanically deform it. Removing this voltage, the deformation
disappears, passing through a series of intermediate states, in a damped
oscillation. The frequency of this oscillation depends on the geometric
and mechanical characteristics of the crystal.

The excitation of the crystal with an AC voltage whose frequency equals
the natural one will greatly increase the amplitude of vibration. The
resonance is highly selective, occurring over a very narrow frequency
range. At resonance, the mechanical and electrical energy exchange

-)7,-



Lesson 836: QUARTZ OSCILLATOR

occurs with very low losses in the crystal. As a result it constitutes an
electromechanical resonator of very high quality.

Quartz Crystal Equivalent Circuit

Figures B36.laib represent the symbol for a quartz crystal, and its
equivalent electrical circuit.

o

o--lUl-----o

o)

"-f*;-l-
-t_fig. 836.1

The capacitance Co is the electrostatic capacitance of the two metallic
faces of the crystal, and of the parasitic capacitances due to the terminals
and the container.

The series R, L, C represent the equivalent electrical circuit of the
crystal itself.

Ignoring resistor R (usually a low value), the crystal consists of reactive
components. The reactance behavior is illustrated in figure 836.2. From
the graph, note that the impedance is zero for two values of angular
frequency, called rrx and orp, which are respectively:

0s':1/(L'C) (h': (l/L) . [(l/c) +(l/ c")]

f, : rrf l2n is called "series resonant frequency", f, : ot l2n "parallel
resonant frequency". As the value of C is much lower than Co, they
have almost equal values.

-24-
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From the curve it can be seen that:
. when the operating frequency ranges between 0\ and op the quartz

has an inductive behavior
. outside this range, the crystal behaves as a capacitance.

Quartz Oscillator with BJT

The circuit shown in figure 836.3 is known as a pierce oscillator.

*Vcc

fig.836.3

The Pierce oscillator is similar to the colpitts one, where the inductance
has been replaced with the qtartz. To make the system oscillate, the
quartz operation must be inductive, and so the frequency of oscillation
must lie between fs and fp. The equivalent diagram of the pierce
oscillator is represented in figure B.36.4.

Fig. 836.4

This circuit can be modified to obtain a slight adjustment of the
operating frequency of the oscillator. To do this, a variable control
capacitance CC is connected in series with the qtartz (figure 836.5).

-25 -
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836.2 EXERCISES

A acrua
Disconnect all jumpers
Set in OFF all S switches

3 srsr Turn all switches OFF

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 836

a Set +Vcc adjustable power supply to 12 V .

lnsert jumper Jcc, to produce the circuit of figure 836.6.

*Vcc

c26HF
I.,,

F--o.

Fig.836.6

. on the oscilloscope, display the output signal present at terminal 3.

Use a 10:1 probe to limit its capacitive effect
o rn€aSUre the output signal frequency
o conlpirre the measured frequency value to the nominal one which is

generally printed on the quartz crystal case

Wat is the output signal frequency?

SET
AB
I 3 100 kHz
2l l0 kHz
35 lkHz
4 6 20kHz
54 lMHz
62 10 MHz

. On the oscilloscope, display the signals present at the output
terminal 3, and also on the base of the transistor T5

Q1

-26 -
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Q2 Wat is the approximate phase shift between the two signals?

SET
AB
l3
2l
36
42
54
65

00

900

120"
I 800

3600

270"

Variation

The amplifier stage used is inverting; so to obtain the oscillation
condition, the signal present at the input must have been phase shifted
with respect to the output signal.

of the Power Supply Voltage

. ln this Pierce oscillator measure the frequency when the
supply voltage is varied of the 20%o.

power

A special characteristic of the q\artz osciilator is the high stability of
the frequency of oscillation. The measured frequencies should
practically coincide.

. Adjust the +Vcc variable power supply to l2V.

3 srsr Turn switch 54 ON

Press.IN.S3 srsz

Q3 From the analysis of the wave-forms and the voltages, what
modification has been added to the circuit?

SET
AB
I 4 the power supply voltage is halved
2 5 the connection between Rl7 and the transistor's base is removed
3 2 the resistor Rl8 is short-circuited
4 3 the base and emitter of T5 are short-circuited
5 I the resistor Rl9 is short-circuited

switch 34 OFF

-27 -
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836.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q4 Wat main advantage does a quartz oscillator generally provide?

SET
AB
I 4 a small output resistance of the oscillator
2 | a frequency depending on temperature
3 3 a high frequency stability
4 5 a variable frequency of oscillation on a wide range of values
5 2 the generation of a signal with many harmonics.

Q5 The operating condition oJ-a crystal in a Pierce circuit requires that the
crystal's behaviour is mainly:

SET
AB
I 3 capacitive
2l inductive
3 5 resistive
42 resistive - inductive
5 4 capacitive resistive

Q6 Wat is the.frequency of oscillation "f' of a Pierce oscillator which uses
a quartz characterized byJs : 2 MHz andfp : 2.01 MHz ?

SET
AB
l3 f<fs
2l frfp
32 fs<f<fp
45 f>(fp+fs)12
54 f<fpl4

Q7 What determines the.frequency o.f oscillation of a Pierce circuit?

SET
AB
1 I the quartz crystal
2 4 the power supply voltage
3 5 the gain of the amplifier used
4 3 the output load of the device
5 2 the bias point of the transistor used

-28-
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LESSON 837: ASTABLE MULTTVIBRATOR

OBJECTIVES
. Using a BJT astable multivibrator:

analysis of the wave-forms present in the circuit
- measurement of the frequency and the amplitude of oscillation

relationship between frequency and time constant RC
pulse generator (calculation of the "duty cycle")

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSU/EV,
module holder structure mod.MU/EV), Individual control unit mod.
SISl/SIS2/SIS3
experiment module mod.MCM6/EV
oscilloscope

837.1 BASIC THEORY

The astable multivibrator is a digital oscillator, as the square wave
output can take only two values. Figure 837.1 represents the basic
circuit of a BJT astable.

-29 -
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Operation

Suppose at first that Tl is off and T2 saturated. In this condition
capacitor Cl has its right hand side connected to the voltage Vs6,u1. The
left side will rise to Vcc by a charging current through Cl and Rc. The
capacitor C2 meanwhile, has its left side at the potential -Vcc, and the
right one &t Vcrsat. Starting from these conditions C2 begins to charge
up through resistor R2, starting from the voltage -Vcc and rising
towards Vcc: in this way the base voltage of the transistor Tl goes to a
positive potential. This charging process is characterized by a time
constant:

r,2: C2'P.2

Once the threshold voltage of Tl is reached, it switches on, going into
saturation (figure B37.2). As the voltages across capacitor Cl cannot
change instantaneously, the voltage on the right side, connected to the
base of T2, drops to -Vcc, forcin g T2 to cut off.

The switching process can continue as the roles between the transistors
Tl and T2 are now reversed.

+Vcc

fis. 837.2

The frequency of oscillation of the circuit is:

f : I l( (rr + 12). ln2 ) [Hz]

where t1 : C1 . R1

12: C2.R2

ln2 = 0.69

If C1 : CZ: Cand R1 : R2 : R so:

f : l/(2'R'C'ln2): l(1.38.R.C)

-30-
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837.2 EXERCISES

A rucao Disconnect all jumpers

3 srsr Turn all switches OFF

3 srsz Insert lesson code: B37

. Insert jumpers J3l, J33, J4l, J44, J48, J53 to produce the circuit of
frg.837.3.

fig. 837.3

. Using the oscilloscope display the signals present at terminal 5, and
at the collector of transistor T6. If the circuit does not oscillate,
remove and then insert jumper J4l .

12V

Q1 How do the displayed signals behave?

SET
AB
I 4 the signal on the collector of T7 is almost

other is triangular
2 | the signal on the collector of T6 is almost

other is a sine wave
3 5 both signals have a sine wave behavior
4 2 both signals are similar to a square wave,

opposition
5 3 the signals have a saw-tooth behavior

The symmetry of the circuit makes the voltages of the collectors of the
two transistors equal but opposite in phase, as when the transistor T6
conducts, transistor T7 is cut off, and vice versa.

a square wave, the

a square wave, the

, but are in phase

J41

R22
R2

J51 JJJ q2_9

-31-
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3 srsr Turn switch 56 ON

3 srsz Press 1N.S

Q2 By analyzing the signals, what modification has been introduced into
the circuit?

SET
AB
I 4 the capacitance C29 is increased
2 5 C29 andM2 are increased
3 I C34 is decreased
4 2 C34 is increased
5 3 R31 is decreased

3 srst Turn switch 56 Off

. display the voltages present at terminal 5, and at the common point
between the resistor R3l and the capacitor C34

. insert jumpers J32 and J52 and note the variations of the signals

Q3 What improvement con you notice on the output signal?

SET
AB
| 2 no significant change can be noticed
2 | the signal has steeper rising edges

3 5 the signal has less steep rising edges
4 3 the signal has larger amplitude
5 4 the signal has a variable frequency

At the common point between R3l and C34, the signal has an
exponential behavior as it is the voltage of capacitor C34 which charges
to Vcc through R3l. When the jumpers J32 and J52 are inserted, some
resistors are placed in parallel to P.22 and R36. This reduces the
charging time of capacitors C34 and C29. [n the meantime the
transistors are cut off.

-32 -
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. Keep jumpers J32 and J52 inserted

C srs,r Turn switch 58 Ollf

3 srsz Press /tr/.S

Q4 The rising edge has now changed. Why is this?

SET
AB
1 3 the power supply voltage is changed
2 I the resistor R36 is increased
3 5 the resistor R36 is disconnected
4 2 the diode D5 is short-circuited
5 4 the value of the resistor R29 is changed

3 stst Turn switch 58 OFf'

. The rise time of the output signal can be improved by creating the
circuit shown in figure 837.4, removing jumpers J3l and J53.

fig.837.4

display the signals present at terminal 5, and at the common point of
R3l and C34, on the oscilloscope
analyze the behavior of the rising edges of the displayed voltages.
Compare them with those obtained in the last circuit
When the transistor T7 is cut off, the charging of the capacitor C34,
due to the presence of the diode D6, does not occur anymore through
the collector resistance R36, but instead through resistor R35,
letting the collector rise quickly to the voltage Vcc.
Finally, note that when the transistor is conducting, the diode
conducts too, and the collector resistance is equal to the parallel
equivalent of R35 and R36
remove jumper J4l and insert J40 so that the resistor R29 is replaced
with the R28

R23

J32

JJJ C29

J,t4

R31
J,+E
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Qs Wat change is observed on the output signal?

SET
AB
I 6 the signal now has a saw-tooth behavior
2 5 the signal is now sinusoidal
3 I the signal is now all negative
4 2 the signal has a triangular wave behavior
5 4 the signal is a square wave with an average value of zero
6 3 the duration of the positive pulses is reduced

o rlr€osure the duration ToN of the positive pulses and the complete
pcriod T:ToN * Topp of the rectangular wave

. the duty-cycle of a pulse signal is defined as the percentage ratio of
the duration TsN of the pulse and its period T:

. Duty-cycle : (ToN/T)'100

. calculate the duty-cycle of the generated pulse signal.

Q6 Wy has the duty-cycle changed?

SET
AB
I 2 the power supply voltage is changed
2l R28 is reduced
3 5 R28 is increased
4 3 a capacitance has been placed in parallel with R28
5 4 the emitter and collector of T6 are short-circuited

3 srst Turn switch 55 Off

Turn switch 55 ON
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837.3 SUMMARYQUESTIONS

Q7 Wat type of circuit is an astable multivibrator ?

SET
AB
I 3 a bistable with two stable states

25 afrequencydivider
3 I an oscillator
42 afrequencymultiplier
5 4 a sine wave gonerator

Q8 The output of an astable multivibrator has:

SET
AB
l3 aconstantamplitude
2 4 a constant pulse duration
3 2 both a constant amplitude and a constant pulse duration
4 I neither a constant amplitude nor a constant pulse duration

Q9 Determine the Jrequency of oscillation of the qstable of Jigure 837.1
with cl : l0 nF, c2 : 0.1 pF, Rl : 100 KQ and R2 == l0 K{)

SET
AB
13 f :36tHz
26 f:1000Hz
3 t f :724H2
42 t: l00Hz
5 4 f :127 Hz
6 5 f : t42t Hz
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LSSSON B3S: IVIONOSTABLE MULTtrVIBRATOR

OBJECTIVES
. to understand and use a BJT monostable multivibrator
. analysis of its operation with square wave input
. duration of the output pulses as a function of the frequency of the

control signal
. relationship between time constant RC and duration of the output

pulse

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

. base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.PSl-PSUiEV,
module holder structure mod.MU/EV), Individual control unit mod.
SISl/SIS2/SIS3

. experiment module mod.MCM6/EV

. function generator

. oscilloscope

. multimeter

838.1 BASIC THEORY

The monostable multivibrator produces a pulse of fixed duration, when
triggered by an input pulse of very short duration. When used in this
way the monostable multivibrator is also called a "pulse generator". The
figure 838.1 shows the basic circuit of a transistor monostable.

The duration T of the output pulses depends on R and C and is given by:

T: R'C' ln2 [s]

where ln2 = 0.69

-36-
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Operation

Control Circuit

In the normal or quiescent state, T2 is kept saturated by the base current
flowing through R. The collector of 12, which is connected by Rl to the
base of transistor Tl is at the potential vcsru, This ensures that T1 is
held in the OFF state. The capacitor C is charged to the voltage Vcc.
If a sufficiently large signal is sent to the multivibrator input it will turn
on T1, reversing the previous condition. T2 is now cut off, while Tl
saturates. This situation is not stable however, as the right hand side of
C, now at potential -Vcc, charges through R rising towards Vcc. When
its voltage reaches and then exceeds vss2 of the T2, then T2 will start to
conduct and so return the circuit to its original stable configuration.

The circuit of fig. B38.1 switches on a positive voltage edge. It is often
more useful to start the multivibrator on a falling edge of the input
signal, as shown in fig.B38.2. The circuit of figure B3tt.3 will do this.

/ig. 838.2 /ig. 838.3

The starting circuit has some extra components Cd, Dd and Rd which
form a differentiator circuit.

Suppose that in the normal or quiescent state T2 is conducting, and that
a rectangular wave signal is applied to cd. on the falling edge of the
input signal, i.e. when the input value goes towards zero, this signal is
differentiated and Cd transfers this variation to the cathode of diode Dd.
The cathode, which initially is at an almost zero volts due to Rd
connected to the collector of 12, now goes to negative values. The diode
starts is now forward biased, and so it is conducting. The base of 12
goes to a lower voltage, so switching it off. If the input signal variation
is positive (rising edge) there is a positive voltage on the cathode of Dd,
which stays reverse biased, keeping T2 on.
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A rucrua Disconnect all jumpers

3 srsr Turn all switches OFF

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 838

838.2 EXERCISES

Monostable Multivibrator in the Quiescent State

Ql

. lnsert jumpers J3l, J34, J36, J40, J42,
the circuit of figure 838.4.

J43, J49, J50, J53 to produce

fig. 838.a

. rneosUro the dc voltages present at the base and collector oftransistor
T6, and repeat for the base and collector of the transistor T7

What is the condition of the two transistors T6 and T7?

SET
AB
1 5 both transistors are off
2 4 both transistors are saturated
3 3 transistor T6 is off, T7 is saturated
4 I transistor T6 is saturated, T7 is off
5 2 transistor T6 is off, T7 is in an intermediate state

R22

J31 J34 c30
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Using the multivibrator to give a square wave output

. Connect at terminals 4 and Ground the function generator with
square wave signal, I KHz and zero voltage amplitude initially.. connect the oscilloscope channel I at terminat 4 (input signal
supplied by the generator) and channel 2 at terminal 5 (output signal
of the multivibrator).

. Slowly increase the input signal amplitude until the display shows a
rectangular wave at the output.

. change channel I of the oscilloscope so that the signal on the base of
T6 is displayed. You should obtain voltages similar to those shown in

. 
O*rr" 838.5.

Fig. 838.5

capacitor c32 allows pulses to be sent to the base of 16 on the rising
and falling edges of the square wave from the generator. Resistor
R30 limits their amplitude. The positive pulses make T6 switch on
and start the pulse seen at the output. The negative pulses negatively
bias the base of T6, which keep it off.

Frequency of the Synchronization pulses

. From last circuit, measure the output pulse duration.

. vdry the input signal frequency in the range 500 rrz - 2 kHz. note
whether the duration of the output pulse changes

. increase the input signal frequency to about 3 KHz, and note the
behavior of the output signal
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Q2 How do the output pulses change as the input frequency is varied?

SET
AB
| 2 the amplitude and duration of the output pulses remain the same
2l the pulses vary in amplitude, but not in frequency
3 5 the output frequency drops as the input frequency rises
4 3 the output signal has very sharp pulses when the input passes

through zero
5 4 the output signal starts to look like a sine wave

. increase the input signal frequency again and note that for an
operating frequency above approximately 3 KHz, the output pulses
are no longer synchronized to the input ones

o rn€&suro the maximum frequency of the control pulses before this
loss of synchronization occurs

Output Pulse Duration

. Now, set the input square wave signal with l0 KHz, and measure the
output pulse duration

. [nsert jumper J33, so to increase the capacitance connected; measure
the output pulse duration

. Remove jumper J40 and insert J41, so that the inserted resistor
increases; evaluate again the output pulse duration

Q3 How is the duration of the output pulse affected?

SET
AB
I 5 when the resistance increases the pulse duration decreases
2 4 when the capacitance increases the duration decreases
3 2 the duration is not changed by increasing either the capacitance or

resistance
4 | the duration is increased by increasing either the capacitance or

the resistor
5 3 either ofthese changes reduces the output signal to zero

. replace R29 with R28 by removing J41 and connecting J40
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3 srsz Turn switch S5 ON

3 srsz Press 1N^S

Q4 How has this modified the circuit?

SET
AB
I 2 the power supply voltage has changed
2 5 the base current ofT6 has changed
3 4 the capacitance has been increased
4 I R28 is increased
5 3 R28 is decreased

Synchronization on the Falling Edge of the Input Signal

. From last circuit insert jumper
B38.6.

J46 to produce the circuit of figure

fig. 838.6

Adjust the input square wave signal with lKHz and about 5 Vpp.
Display the input and the output signal on the oscilroscope. check to
see if the output is synchronized to the rising edge or the falling edge
of the input signal

Turn switch 55 Olrf'

R22

JJI iJ4 C30

-4t-
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838.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q5 An astable multivibrator can generate:

SET
AB
l2 a sine wave
2 | a pulse
3 5 atriangularpulse
43 asquarewave
54 asaw-toothwave

Q6 The output pulse duration oJ'a monostable is:

SET
AB
I 2 dependent on the input signal frequency
2 5 fixed, and depends only on the time constant RC
3 4 independent of the time constant RC of the monostable
4 I dependent on the power supply voltage
5 3 dependent on the gain of the active device

Q7 In its quiescent state, the output voltage of a monostable is;

SET
AB
| 2 zero
2 5 a maximum
3 I variable
4 3 similar to a sine wave
5 4 exponential in shape

Q8 Determine the value of the capacitance C required to obtain a pulse oJ'2
milliseconds from a monostable using a resistor R of 270 KQ;

SET
AB
15 C:100nF
23 C:5.4pF
34 C:54nF
42 C: 100 pF
5t C: lOnF
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TESSON B3h BISTffitr Nfi$TfIVIBRATOR

OBJECTIVES

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

a

a

To understand and use a BJT bistable multivibrator
Quiescent state operation
Dynamic operation with square wave input

base unit for the IPES
module holder structure
SN I/SIS2/SIS3
experiment module mod.MCM6/EV
function generator
oscilloscope
multimeter

The bistable multivibrator is so called because it has two stable
operating states. The circuit can pass from one state to the other if
correctly triggered at the input. This means that a bistable multivibrator
can be used as a memory circuit: it can switch under the control of a
small pulse sent to one of its inputs, and then keep in that state until a
new pulse is sent Figure 839.1 represents the basic diagram of a
transistor bistable.
The bistable multivibrator is also called a ,'flip-flop".

B 39.1

The circuit of figure 839.1 is designed so that when Tl conducts T2 is
switched off, and vice versa. when T2 conducts, its collector is almost
at zero potential, which keeps the transistor Tl off, as the collector of
T2 is connected to the base of Tl through Rl.
If at the base of Tl you apply a signal sufficient to make Tl conducting,
the situation is reversed: the transistor T2 is cut oft, as its base is

system (power supply mod.pSl-pSU/EV,
mod.MU/EV), lndividual control unit mod.

839.1 BASIC THEORY

Operation

-vbb

Fis.

connected to the collector of rl. Tl will now remain conducting, as the
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collector of T2 is at the voltage Vcc. If the control signal disappears, it
does not change the new, stable state of the flip-flop.

Control Circuit and Propagation Times

The circuit of figure 839.2 is an example of a symmetrical control
circuit. A control is called symmetrical when the switching occurs at

every pulse, irrespective of the state of the bistable.

With diodes Dl and D2, a negative pulse acts only on the transistor
which is conducting, causing it to cut off and the bistable to switch.

Fig. 839.2

The propagation time is the time lapse between the application of the

input pulse and the output switching. This time can be reduced by
inserting two small capacitors Cl, in parallel with the bias resistors R1.

Suppose that TZ is "ON" and a pulse is applied to the input, to change
the state of the device. The transistor T2 is cut off and its collector
voltage rises rapidly towards Vcc. This voltage is transmitted to the base

of Tl by means of the capacitance Cl, which short-circuits the resistor
R1, driving more cuffent into the base of Tl.

These switching capacitors are called "speed-up" capacitors. The value
ofthe speed-up capacitors used depends on the input capacitance ofthe
transistor and the resistors Rl and R2.

cl c1

Rl I I Rr
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A ac*ro Disconnect all jumpers

Turn all switches OfF

Insert lesson code: 839

C srsr

3 srsz

839.2 EXERCTSES

Circuit conditions in a stable state

. Insert jumpers J3l, J32, J35, J37, J42, J45, I4g, JSO, J52, J53 to
produce the circuit of figure 839.3.

Jig. 83e.3

measure the voltages on the bases and the collectors of the transistors
T6 and T7, and determine which transistor is on and which is off
connect the oscilloscope to display the output voltage at terminal 5
using jumper J38 or J5l, short circuit the base of the conducting
(oN) transistor temporarily to ground, and describe the changes in
output voltages

The act of connecting the base of the conducting transistor to ground
turns it off and makes the bistable switch. Removing the short circuit
has no further effect.

Using jumpers J38 or J5l, short circuit to ground alternately the base
of the conducting transistor and check the two-stage operation of the
bistable multivibrator.

JJ2

J3s R21 RJJ J49

-45-
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Frequency Divider

Q1

. From last circuit insert jumpers J30, J39, 147, J54 to produce the
circuit of figure B39.4.

Fig. 839.4

Connect at terminals 4 and ground the function generator with a

square wave, I KHz and 6 Vpp.
display the input and output signals on the oscilloscope, and describe
their behavior
measure the frequency and amplitude of the output signal

Wat are the valttes measured?

SET
AB
1 5 the voltage and frequency are zero
2l the voltage is about l0 V and the frequency is double the input

frequency
3 2 the voltage is half the input one and the frequency is equal to the

input frequency
4 3 the voltage is double the input one and the frequency is equal to

the input frequency
5 4 the maximum voltage is about 10V and the frequency is half the

input frequency

The bistable switches on the negative voltage edges only; this means
that the flip-flop can be used as frequency divider.

R25

J32

J35 R24 RSJ
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Maximum Switching Frequency

Increase the input frequency, until the bistable circuit
operate properly anymore. This can be observed from the
of the output signal, when its frequency is not related to the
anymore

o [le&SUre the maximum frequency at which
properly

the circuit still operates

does not
waveform
input one

insert jumpers J33 and J48, so that the two capacitors c29 and C34
are put in parallel with resistors R24 and R33
measure the new maximum frequency at which the circuit operates
properly

Q2 From these measltrements which one o.f thefoilowing appties?

SET
AB
I 3 the additional capacitances reduce the presence of spurious pulses

in the output signal
2 5 the capacitances reduce the heat dissipated by the transistors
3 2 the capacitances reduce the switching times of the transistors, and

increase the useful frequency range of the circuit
4 I the capacitances filter out intermittent pulses introduced by the

power supply
5 4 the capacitances do not produce any sigificant advantage
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839.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q3 A bistable multivibrator can switch when triggered by:

SET
AB
I 5 pulses

23 fast voltage changes
3 4 square wave signals
4 2 large variations of power supply voltage
5 I all of the above

Q4 In a stable state, the output of a bistable:

SET
AB
I 3 is always low
2 | is always high
3 2 can be high or low
4 5 has a sine wave behavior
5 4 has a pulsing behavior

Q5 In aJlip-flop configuration the bistable can be used as a:

SET
AB
| 4 pulse generator
2 5 sine signal generator
3 2 frequency divider
4 I frequency multiplier
5 3 voltage doubler

Q6 The switchingfrequency of aflip-flop can be increased by using:

SET
AB
I 5 a frequency divider input signal
2 l "speed-up" capacitors
3 3 acoupling inductance
4 2 a reduction of the power supply voltage
5 4 a resistor between collector and emitter of the transistors
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LE$SON B4O.i SCHIVIITT TRIGGER

OBJECTIVES
. to understand and use a BJT Schmitt trigger:

measurement of the two stable output voltages
calculation of the lower and upper switching thresholds
circuit response to triangular waves
switching speed (use of the speed-up capacitor)

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

base unit for the IPES system (power supply mod.pSl-pSU/EV,
module holder structure mod.MU/EV), Individual control unit mod.
SISI/SIS2/STS3
experiment module mod.MCM6/EV
function generator
oscilloscope
multimeter

B4O.I BASIC THEORY

The Schmitt trigger is a comparator circuit with hysteresis. Figure
B40.1 shows how Vorn changes with V61 for a Schmitt trigger.

.fiq. Ba}.t

The output has only two values, vs and v1. when the output level is
low (Vsu1: Vo), the input voltage must get to the higher threshold level
vru before the circuit will switch. The output voltage then jumps to its
high value (V1). Because the circuit has hysteresis, the input voltage
must drop to the lower threshold voltage value v1 in order to make the
output switch back to its lower level.

A typical circuit of a Schmitt trigger is shown in figure B.40.2.

a

a
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Lesson B40: SCHMITT TRIGGER

Description of Operation

Schmitt trigger Parameters

.fig.8a0.2

Suppose that transistor Tl is off initially; the base of T2 is biased via
Rs1, Rl and R2 which takes the transistor T2 to saturation. The output
voltage Vout is then (Vcs.ut -| RE'Icz.ut), which represents the lower
output level of the Schmitt trigger.

The transistor T1 will stay cut off, even when the voltage VrN reaches
the emitter voltage of Vee. A higher value is needed, which is the upper
threshold value given by V1H:VSE *Re'Icz,ut. When Tl does finally
switch on, its collector voltage suddenly drops cutting the transistor T2
off, and at the same time this reduces the current through Rs. Because of
the lower voltage across Rs, the voltage Vsp of T1 increases, and makes
it conduct even more. The new output voltage V1 is then stable at its
high level and is equal to Vcc.

Transistor 2 stays off until Vin falls to less than V1, the lower threshold
voltage. As Vnv falls, the collector of Tl and bias voltage of T2 increase.
At the same time the voltage across R6 falls. Finally, when T2 starts
conducting the voltage across Ra will increase and quickly turn off T1.
The system is then back to its starting conditions, i.e. with Tl off and T2
saturated, and with low output voltage V6.

The Schmitt trigger characteristics are,

vt : vcc

If T2 is saturated (Vcpsat <. VCC)

Vo: Vcc - (RCz. Vsg)/(Rsz + RB)

to a good approximation :
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Lesson B40: SCHMITT TRIGGER

840.2 EXERCISES

Output voltages

If (Rg1 + Rt) ' R2/@61 + R1 + R2).< (Rg. hpp):

VUt : R2' V6g/(RC1 + R1 + R2)

If Vgg92 << R2.VCC / (RCt + R1 + R2) and neglecting V3EOl,

RZ'RB'VCC
vrt

(Rz 'Rcr) + Gs'(Rcr + R1 + R))

. Insert jumper J57 to produce the circuit of figure 840.3.

fig.840.3

connect the oscilloscope between terminals 6 and ground and adjust
this voltage to a minimum using trimmer RV6
connect the oscilloscope to the collector of T9, and measure the
output voltage
vary the input voltage at terminal 6 with RV6, and observe the
behavior of the output voltage

A ttcrua Disconnect all jumpers

3 srsr Turn all switches Otr'F

3 srsz Insert lesson code: 840
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Lesson B40: SCHMITT TRIGGER

Ql Wat is the result?

SET
AB
| 4 as the input voltage increases the output voltage increases linearly
2 5 as the input voltage increases the output voltage goes to zero
3 I the output voltage can have only two fixed values
4 2 the output voltage has a sine behavior
5 3 the output voltage has a triangular behavior

o rre&sufo the two output voltage values, Ve and V1 and check that
these values correspond to the values calculated from the formulae
given in the theoretical section

A low value should be found for V6, and a value close to Vcc for Vr.

. Remove J57 and insert J58, so that R45 replaces R44. Measure Vs
and check that it is proportional to the resistance of emitter resistor,
RE

Q2 What is the new value oJ'Vs , approximately?

SET
AB
16 1 V
23 1.5 V
34 .5 V
4t 9.5 V
52 5 V
65 t2 V

Threshold Voltages Vrn and Vrr

. Adjust RV6 and measure the two input voltages at which the circuit
triggers, by connecting the oscilloscope to the input terminal 6 and to
the collector of T9

. Use your results to complete the following table:

R6,:560 Q RB: 100Q RB: oQ

vtL
vtrt
AVt
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Lesson B40: SCHMITT TRIGGER

Remove jumper J58 and insert J57 to connect R44 resistor in circuit.
repeat the last measurement and enter the data into the second
column of the table
Remove J57 and insert J59 to connect the emitters to ground.
repeat the last measurement and enter results into the last column
complete the table by calculating the hysteresis of the circuit: AVr :
Vrn - V11, and note how the hysteresis varies as function of the
values of the resistor Rs. The hysteresis increases as RE increases, so
when RE :0O the threshold voltages are almost the same.

Circuit Response to Triangular and Sine Waves

. Remove jumper J59, insert J55, J58 to produce the circuit of
fig.B40.4.

Fig.840.4

. Connect the function generator at the circuit input terminals with
triangular wave, I KHz and 5 Vpp.

. Connect the oscilloscope channel I at terminal 6 (input signal) and
channel 2 at terminal 7 (trigger output signal).

. v&ry RV6 and describe the output voltage behavior as function of
input voltage present on the base of T8. (This consists of a dc
component plus the generator signal)

. check that the trigger switches when the voltages Vrr and Vs take
the same values as previously measured

3 srsr Turn switch S12 ON

C srsz Press 1N.S

a

a

a

a

i--.'u 
t

R4t
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Lesson B40: SCHMITT TRIGGER

Q3 Wat modification has now changed the circuit operation?

SET
AB
I 5 the resistor R37 is short-circuited
2 | the transistor T8 is off
3 4 the power supply voltage is absent
4 3 the emitter resistance of the transistors is zero
5 2 the bias of the base of T9 is altered

3 srsr Turn switchSl2 OFF

Switching Speed

. Keep the last circuit configuration.

. Using trimmer RV6 , adjust the dc bias voltage at terminal 6 to 4 V

. Set a triangular input signal and 4Vpp amplitude.

. lncrease the input signal frequency until you reach a maximum value
above which the circuit does not switch

o lllo&SUre this maximum value fmax
. Insert jumper J56 so that the 470pF capacitor C36 is connected in

parallel to R4l.

Q4 Wat is the effect of connecting C36?

SET
AB
| 4 a noticeable increase of the output signal amplitude
2 6 the current collector ofT9 decreases
3 5 the circuit input resistance increases
4 3 the maximum operating frequency increases
5 2 the transistor dissipation T9 decreases
6 I to provide positive feedback and improve stability of the circuit
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Lesson B40: SCHMITT TRIGGER

840.3 SUMMARY QUESTTONS

Q5 A Schmitt trigger can be classified as:
SET
AB
l2 a bistable
2l afrequencydivider
3 5 an oscillator
43 avoltagestabilizer
5 4 a frequencymultiplier

Q6 The Schmitt trigger exhibits:
SET
AB
I 5 a maximum frequency independent of the "speed-up" capacitor
2 3 a maximum output level as function of the emitter resistance
3 I a hysteresis between the switching levels
4 2 a very low output resistance
5 4 a low voltage gain

Q7 In a Schmitt trigger with 2 transistors, the hysteresis is proportional to:
SET
AB
| 2 the emitter resistance common to the two transistors
2 I the collector resistance RC2 of the second stage
3 5 the gain of the second transistor
4 3 the input signal frequency
5 4 the input signal amplitude

Q8 The Schmitt trigger is used:
SET
AB
1 5 to amplify an analog signal
2 3 to reduce the noise in a signal
3 2 as a comparator with hysteresis
4 | to match the impedance in a circuit
5 4 as low frequency oscillator

Q9 The amplitude of the output signal oJ'the schmitt trigger used depencls
on:
SET
AB
I 5 the resistance of common emitter resistor Rp
2 3 the voltage V6e of T2
3 4 the collector resistance Rs2 of T2
4 | all of the above three parameters
5 2 none of these three parameters.
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8C337, 8C338

NPN Sllicon Epitarlal Planar Transistorg
tor switching and ampliller applications. Especially suitable for
AF-driver stages and low power output stages.

These types are also available subdivided into three groups
- 1 6, -25 and -40, according to their DC current gain. As comple-
mentary types the PNP transistors 8C327 and BG28 ars
recommended.

On special request these transistors ar€ also manuractured
in the pinconfiguration TO-18.

F

il

Plastic package 10D3
according to DIN 41870 (= TO-92)
The case is imp€rvious to light

Weight approximately 0.18 g

Dimensions in mm

Absolute Maxlmum Ratlng!

Symbol Value Unit

Collector Emitt€r Voltage BC3ll7
Bql38

Vces
Vces

50
30

Collector Ernitter Voltag€ BC337
8C338

VcEo
VcEo

45
25

Emittar Base Voltago Veao 5

Colloctor Cunent l6 800 mA

Peak Colleclor Current lct 1 A

Bas€ Current lg 100 MA

Power Dissipation atTrns = 25'C P'or 625r) MW

Junction Temperaturo Ti 150 OC

Storag€ Temperatura Range Ts -55 to +150 'c
1) Valid provided that leads are kept at ambient t6mp6raturg at a dislanc€ ol 2 mm from case
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8C337, 8C338

Charact6ristics at Tailb = 25.C

Symbol Min. Tvp. Max. Unit
DC Cunent Gain
at VcE = 1 V, lc = 100 mA 8C337, BC33g

Current Galn Group 16
25
40

at VcE = 1 V, lc = 300 mA 8C337,8C338
Current Gain Group 16

25
40

he6

hre
he6

hrr
hre
hpe

hre
hrE

100
100
160
250
60
60
100
170

iuo
250
400

't30

200
320

630
250
400
630

Collector Cutotf Cunent
at V6E = !$ \rt BC33g
at Vg6 = 4,$ Y 8C337
at VcE = 25 V, T.mD = 125 "C 8ca3g
at VcE = a5 V, Tmo = 125 "C 8C337

lces
lces
lces
lcss

2

:

100
100
10
10

nA
nA
pA
sA

Collector Emitter Breakdown Voltage
at 16 = 19 64 BC338

8C337
Vtaarceo
VtEn)cEo

20
45

Collector Emitter Ereakdown Voltage
at ls = 9.1 ,a SC338

8C337
Vtan)ces

Vr"rc.t
30
50

Emitter Ease Ereakdown Voitag6
at 16 = 6.1 ,4

Vtsn)Erc 5

Collector Saturation Voltage
at 16 = 5gg mA, lB = 50 mA

Vcer.r 0.7

Base Emitter Voltage
atVcE=1V, 16=300mA

Vee 1,2

Gain Bandwidth Product
al VcE - 5V, 16 = 10mA, f = 50MHz

arT 100 MHz

Collector Base Capacitance
atV66=10V, l='lMHz

Ccao 12 pF

Thermal Flesistanc€ Junction to Ambiont ftne 2oor) KlW
r) valid provided that leads are kept at ambi€nt temperature at a distance or 2 mm from case



8C337, BC338

Admissib16 pow€r dissipailon
ve13us ambient tempcraturc
Valrd providod that teads are k6pt at amDignttcmperatur€
at a drstanc€ ol 2 mm lrom ca99

8C 337,338

-fo6b

Colleclor currcnt
versu! b.!o emlttor voltage

MA
to3

t

'i'o'
I'
I ,

r0

3

I

!

2

,on l I

- vs6
2Y

BC 332338

I t4
,E O^

ti

ffi

/
I - 

lyPtcol

--- limits

I ot r-5:25cC

I

,

I I
I

I

Pul3e thc?mal ralistancc
vcrrur pulsc duratlon
valrd grovdodfiatla!d! arokrgt rt mbant tompsralur.
a a distanca ot 2 mm hom cui

KlW 8C 37i36
103

t

l0

!

0.s z,
0.2 ,T/
0t //
00_! 4
0.0i '/tr

l.0r

fu.ms

/i.,
:

tolL
ro{ ro-5 ro-' ro'3 rcf rat r

-ti1
to to2s

Galn b.ndwidth produc,t
vorlut collcc.tor currrnt

MHz
,:

I

tr'
It
Ilr
I

r O: r 102r
_lc

r tdml

BC rr!3E

Ii-:25t
/ r2OMHz

I I /- rcE 
"v

tv

I
7
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BC 337, 8C338

Collector saturatlon voltago
v9rsu3 colleclor current

o5

. 0.1
,qa

03

02

to-r to lo2 103 mA

BC 337,338

- 
tygicol

-- limils l

ot 165 r l$oQ

f''of-
I

I
I

!1,
Tt[,

I
illi
ilti

l1

t50 0c. ,,sf[K**'42

DC current gain
versug collectot curtent

'1000

D

s
hrE*
f-
Ilu
I

r00

T

s
a0

re

20

8C 332 BC 338

B83c saluratlon voltaga
verrus coll6c{or currant

VEEloc

lo lo2 t03 mA

BC 337,338

- 
typtcql

- 
timits
ot Iq65:i${

&.'ot-tsl

I
I
I

I
I

./.

-50t 7,
-,rry

*
/'

Common emitler
col lcctor chE.ectcrlltlcr

mA
5m

, /.00tc

I
I

I roo

2m

r00

0 2YI
<VcE

BC 337,338

3.2 -1.'l
.L

.2
1.8

JI,
rL,

I
ll

w 0e

W In"

IW lo.l

k I,/r Ia'QZmn

f

L

L
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8C337, BC33g

Common €mlttcr
collcctor charactarlsttcr

mA
100

r80

oo'

BC 332338

li

lx

t2

rl5

II

Ip-O05 m!

Common emlttor
col l€ctor charactsristics

mA
s00

. a00l6

I

l*o

200

100

0
I

- vcE

BC 3r,338

).85

,

I
L

08

t,
I

)r5

'88 =u't Y
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BC1g2, BClg3, Bclgl
t{ Ptu-EptTAxtA t-p[At{AR-s I LtC0rI-TBAtStST0 B

o Pr+Amplifiers and Driver Stager

o DC-Amplifien

o Low.Noise Pr+Amplifiers

Complementary to 8C212 Family

h2te = 12$9t[ at lC = 2 mA, in 3 groups

Noise Figure max 4 dB (BC1g4)

description

Theso component! are tested according to the approp.iato test method of MIL-srD-750. By special agreoment, theycan also be tested additionally to MIL_or DIN specificationr-

mechanical data

absoluto maximum ratings at 2f,C free air temperature (unless otherwisa noted)

NOTE Sr 1. Thi! valu. agptic. wh.n iha b.+.mitar dioda ir of rircuit.d-

2. D..ri. tln.r.ly ro t sOoC f rr .ti t.mp.r.tur. ar rh. r.t. ot 2.4 mWoC.

a

a

a

Emlttcr

Bar

F
'.' o tt1,
r!-

r-50

_r:"'+-_

Colletot rr t o.rs JF-.|.- rz.r -r^

' Laad dlailatai rt nol cC^troId in that..aa ALL OIMEiSION3 ARE IN lrI

CollEor-8at! Vqlraga

scr82 8C183 8C1aa UNIT

50 45 45

:ollHo..Emitt, Vottag€ {So Nor! I ) 50 @ @

Emina.,Bala Votta€o 5 5 6

t Colletor Csrrunt 200 200 n)O mA

Conrrnu@! Davic. Oisil6troo ar ZsoC {56 Not.2) 300 300 300 mW

Storag. Tamparatura Renga -55ro lg -55 ro 15( -55 ro r 5(

Load Tcmp€ratqra '1.6 mm trom Cas tor I O Sacondr 260 2@ 2@ 'c

-Y!E 
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8C182, BCt83, BCIU
il PT.EPITAXIA I.PLAilAR.SI LICOil.TRATISISTO R

elestrical chaftrcterinica at 25'C lra ai tempratur. - 8C182

NOTe : 3. Thm p.r.fi.l.E rud tr m4r.d u.lffi Bl- tchniqu- rp = 3OO,16, dury cyotr (A,..

PARA.mETEi TEST COrDrtrOr{S r.til rYt rax uxtr
v(Bm@ Collct(r Bu Srckdom Voltrer lC=10lrA,lE=0 60

V(BH)ctO CollGorEmittr Erctdom Volt gr lC=2mA, lE=0 s
Vlgslsp Emttr Ba Brrkdom Voli.e. lE =10lr/A, lc =0 I
lcao Collrtor Curofl Currrnr Vcg =5O V, 16 =g 15 nA

EOO Emitt, Cutoll C{mnt VEB =4 V, lC =O r5 nA

Sutic For{rd Currmt
rF€ 

TEntl, Rlrio

VcE=5V, lc=101lA 40

V6g=5V, lc=2nA lm 4S

V6g=5V, lC=IOOftA

Sr Not 3

80

VCE(51 Coltmo Eonrr Sarur.lion Volt.ir

lC = lO fl1, lB =O.5 rul 0.26

lC=10Onl, le=5ml
Sr Not! 3

0.6

VBElrtt 8{ Etittfi SEtuEtion Voltoat
lc = 1m ft{, la =5 mA

Sr Not. 3
't.2

Smll-SigBl CommF€minG
h2t.

Forwd Clrr.nt Tr.nslt Rttio

V6g =5 V. lg =2 mA,, = 1 kHr,

l"^r^
lcrac B

123 EOO

122 xo
24 5fl'

Vae B.ra €mittt Volt.ga

V66=5V, lC=lOl,/l 0.52

vcE=5v. lc=rmlr^ 0.86

Vce=6V, 16=2mA 0.56 0.7

V6g=5V, lC=lOnt o.68

CoO Comrcn Bax Outp.rl C.grit no Vca=10V, ls=6,t=lMHz 3.O 5 gF

C iu Commn B.n lngtt Capritsno Vss =0.5 V, 16 =6, t = I MH. 9,5 fr
tT Tr.Eirion Fnqmcy lC =1O ml, Vgg =5 V, t =lm MH: 2qt MHr

NF Noix Figur.
V66 = 5 v. tc = 2OO lA, Ro = 2 rfl,
f=l kHz,Ar=l Hr

lo dt
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